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202 PAPER DRILL PARTS LIST
DRILL BITS
The Model 202 Drill uses “K” style hollow bits, available in either standard
heat treated form or “Diamonized”.  The process of Diamonizing increases the
bit’s life by impregnating the tip with tungsten carbide, giving it a near dia-
mond-like hardness.

PART DESCRIPTION FORMER MAXIMUM
NUMBER SIZE/TYPE PART NO. DRILL DEPTH

W-SK18000 1/8” dia. Standard K 1/8        1”
W-SK18D00 1/8” dia. Diamonized K 1/8 D 1”
W-SK31600 3/16” dia. Standard K 3/16 1 1/2”
W-SK316D0 3/16” dia. Diamonized K 3/16 D 1 1/2”
W-SK14000 1/4” dia. Standard K 1/4 2”
W-SK14D00 1/4” dia. Diamonized K 1/4 D 2”
W-SK51600 5/16” dia. Standard K 5/16 2”
W-SK516D0 5/16” dia. Diamonized K 5/16 D 2”
W-SK38000 3/8” dia. Standard K 3/8 2”
W-SK38D00 3/8” dia. Diamonized K 3/8 D 2”
W-SK12000 1/2” dia. Standard K 1/2 2”
W-SK12D00 1/2” dia. Diamonized k 1/2 D 2”

PART NO.

MRSD20223

MRSD20226

MRSD20235

MRSD20243

MRSD20272

MRSD20273

DRILL PARTS

SPECIFICATIONS

Electrical - 115VAC, 60 Hz, 2A
Drill Speed - 1800 rpm (no load)
Dimensions - (W)20” x (D)18” x (H)25”

Paper Stack - 2” max.
Paper Length - 14 1/4” max.
Hole to Edge - 1/8” to 2”

DESCRIPTION

Drill Bit Adaptor

Drill Depth Adjust Knob

Power Switch

Paper Pressure Foot

Paper Guide

Paper Guide Clamp

PART NO.

MRSD20274

MRSD20275

MRSD20277

MRS101E00

MRS202B00

100J

Part No. S027191 Revised 4/02

DESCRIPTION

Paper Guide Knob

Paper Hold-Down Clip

Table Adjust Knob

Drill Bit Sharpener

Drill Strips (pkg. of 5)

Drill-Eze (pkg. of 12)



SET-UP & OPERATION
1. Locate handle, package of 5 drill strips, and accessory kit

containing (1) of each: 1/4”dia. drill bit, stick of MARTIN
YALE DRILL-EZE, metric wrench, drill bit pick, drill bit
sharpener, oil stone, and (2) drill bit removal tools.

2. Attach handle by screwing firmly into handle hub.

3. Insert drill bit into drill adaptor and push firmly upward.
Caution: Drill bit end is sharp; grasp bit by its sides only.
To insure a tight fit, be sure the drill adaptor and bit are
free of dirt, rust or excessive oil before installing.

4. Set drilling depth by loosening the depth adjustment
knob.  Lower the handle until bit just contacts the drill strip
on the table.  Tighten the knob in this position.

5. Set hole distance from paper edge by loosening the two
table adjustment knobs.  Slide the table in or out to the
desired position and tighten the knobs in place.

6. Select hole spacing by pressing red button on table grip
and turning the hexagon shaft until the right hole pattern
stamped on the shaft is facing up.  Five of the most pop-
ular spacings, or a blank position for use with the table
ruler, are provided.

7. Position paper guide by loosening knobs and moving
guides to the left or right, using the ruler on the table top
to center your paper.  Note: There are four holes for each
paper guide to accommodate a variety of paper sizes (up
to 14” long.

8. Clamp paper after loading a stack between guides and
against the table back.  Push top of clamps down to com-
press firmly onto paper.  Note: Do not stack paper high-
er than the drill is able to penetrate.  (See drill chart.)
Hint: For more accurate and speedier loading of uneven
paper stacks, we recommend using a jogger such as
MARTIN YALE’s Model 400.

9. Operation - After turning the machine on, lubricate end
and side of drill bit with DRILL-EZE stick provided.  Press
the red button table grip and slide into position.  (If using
one of the standard settings, table will click into place
when button is released).  Quickly and firmly press drill bit
through paper stack and immediately draw bit up after
reaching bottom.  A hole can be drilled through a full stack
in about one second.  Do not hesitate or stop while drilling,
as this will cause the bit to overheat.  Paper cut-outs go
up the center of the drill bit and drop back into the scrap
bin to the rear of the machine.

TROUBLESHOOTING
1. Drill bit smoking - Overheating caused by drilling too

slow and/or lack of drill lubricant (see Operation).  Also
caused by paper over stacked (see Drill Chart), or a
clogged or dull drill bit (see below).

2. Drill bit breakage - Same as above but can also be
caused by drilling over-lapping holes or off the edge of the
paper.

3. Bottom paper not cut clean - Depth adjustment not
deep enough (see Set-Up) or drill strip wore out.  Drill strip
can be turned over or rotated to a new position.  Caution:
When adjusting the depth, take care not to go all the way
through the drill strip.  The bit will be ruined if it touches
the table.

4. Drill bit not centered on “0” - If the bit becomes mis-
aligned with the ruler, disconnect power cord and slightly
loosen the large nut under the bottom of the machine and
rotate the drill head into line with the “0”.  Tighten the nut
securely in place.

DRILL MAINTENANCE
1. Drill bit removal - Use the drill bit removal tools by prying

upward with notched ends between bit and adaptor.  To
install 3/8” or 1/2” dia. drill bits, first remove the drill adap-
tor in the same manner.

2. Unclogging drill bits - After removing bit from machine,
pry or push paper cut-outs from center of bit with pick.  Be
careful not to burr cutting edge of bit with pick.  Use
DRILL-EZE often while drilling to prevent clogging and
premature wear of bit.

3. Drill bit sharpening - Remove protective coating from
the tip of sharpener and place on table.  Position sharp-
ener point under center of bit and hold securely.  Turn drill
on and lower bit to the point, gently touching bit to sharp-
ener.  Do not grind too much off at one time, as this will
cause overheating.  Note: The bit is sharpened on the
inside only.  The oil stone is used only to smooth the outer
surface only.  Hold the stone flat against the side of the bit
so as not to bevel the cutting edge.  If a bit becomes hot
enough to discolor (blue or brown), it has lost its temper
and will not stay sharp.  Replacement is necessary. 
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